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"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers,
coworkers and doctors showing what life is like on the spectrum. It's also my love
letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world
where all the road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye
and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across
America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the
media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the
narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men working in Silicon Valley. His
own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering
politics in Washington D.C. Garcia realized he needed to put into writing what so
many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their identity,
they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a
springboard to discuss the social and policy gaps that exist in supporting those
on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic people
wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he
shares the experiences of all types of autistic people, from those with higher
support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ community. In
doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs,
rather than having others speak for them, which has been the standard for far too
long.
Traveling to the New World in 1606 as the page to Captain John Smith, twelveyear-old orphan Samuel Collier settles in the new colony of James Town, where
he must quickly learn to distinguish between friend and foe. Reprint.
Inside Out and Back Again meets Millicent Min, Girl Genius in this timely, hopeful
middle-grade novel with a contemporary Chinese twist. Winner of the Asian /
Pacific American Award for Children's Literature!* "Many readers will recognize
themselves or their neighbors in these pages." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred
reviewMia Tang has a lot of secrets.Number 1: She lives in a motel, not a big
house. Every day, while her immigrant parents clean the rooms, ten-year-old Mia
manages the front desk of the Calivista Motel and tends to its guests.Number 2:
Her parents hide immigrants. And if the mean motel owner, Mr. Yao, finds out
they've been letting them stay in the empty rooms for free, the Tangs will be
doomed.Number 3: She wants to be a writer. But how can she when her mom
thinks she should stick to math because English is not her first language?It will
take all of Mia's courage, kindness, and hard work to get through this year. Will
she be able to hold on to her job, help the immigrants and guests, escape Mr.
Yao, and go for her dreams?Front Desk joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content!
Miller and Sharp provide the game-changing tools and information teachers and
administrators need to dramatically increase children's access to and
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engagement with books.
From the best-selling author of Would You Rather? Made You Think! Edition, a
hilarious new collection of thought-provoking questions for all ages. Can you beat
everyone in your family at this awesome “Would You Rather” game? Can they
beat you? Share some giggles with 160+ silly, fun questions that make you think,
learn, and laugh while trying to come out on top of the competition. Would You
Rather? Family Challenge! Edition features: • Exercise for your brain. Kids and
adults alike will exercise their brains with these either/or scenarios that make
them think creatively, use their imagination, and pull together facts quickly. •
Family time away from screens. 160+ questions, ranging from the mind-bending
to the “eww” factor, that will give everybody a break from technology. • Lots of
laughs for all ages! The questions are funny; kids, teens, and adults can make
the answers even funnier! • An exciting game for competitive types. Try to
outsmart family members with the most creative answer. • Conversation starters
for road trips, camping trips, sleepovers, restaurants, and more. Whether a gift
for yourself, a family member, or a good friend, Would You Rather? Family
Challenge! Edition will keep everyone entertained for hours!
National bestseller 2017 National Book Critics Circle (NBCC) Finalist ABA Indies
Introduce Winter / Spring 2017 Selection Barnes & Noble Discover Great New
Writers Spring 2017 Selection ALA 2018 Notable Books Selection An intimate
and poignant graphic novel portraying one family’s journey from war-torn
Vietnam, from debut author Thi Bui. This beautifully illustrated and emotional
story is an evocative memoir about the search for a better future and a longing
for the past. Exploring the anguish of immigration and the lasting effects that
displacement has on a child and her family, Bui documents the story of her
family’s daring escape after the fall of South Vietnam in the 1970s, and the
difficulties they faced building new lives for themselves. At the heart of Bui’s
story is a universal struggle: While adjusting to life as a first-time mother, she
ultimately discovers what it means to be a parent—the endless sacrifices, the
unnoticed gestures, and the depths of unspoken love. Despite how impossible it
seems to take on the simultaneous roles of both parent and child, Bui pushes
through. With haunting, poetic writing and breathtaking art, she examines the
strength of family, the importance of identity, and the meaning of home. In what
Pulitzer Prize–winning novelist Viet Thanh Nguyen calls “a book to break your
heart and heal it,” The Best We Could Do brings to life Thi Bui’s journey of
understanding, and provides inspiration to all of those who search for a better
future while longing for a simpler past.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • This
inspiring, exquisitely observed memoir finds hope and beauty in the face of
insurmountable odds as an idealistic young neurosurgeon attempts to answer the
question What makes a life worth living? NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST
MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • People • NPR • The Washington
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Post • Slate • Harper’s Bazaar • Time Out New York • Publishers Weekly •
BookPage Finalist for the PEN Center USA Literary Award in Creative Nonfiction
and the Books for a Better Life Award in Inspirational Memoir At the age of thirtysix, on the verge of completing a decade’s worth of training as a neurosurgeon,
Paul Kalanithi was diagnosed with stage IV lung cancer. One day he was a
doctor treating the dying, and the next he was a patient struggling to live. And just
like that, the future he and his wife had imagined evaporated. When Breath
Becomes Air chronicles Kalanithi’s transformation from a naïve medical student
“possessed,” as he wrote, “by the question of what, given that all organisms die,
makes a virtuous and meaningful life” into a neurosurgeon at Stanford working in
the brain, the most critical place for human identity, and finally into a patient and
new father confronting his own mortality. What makes life worth living in the face
of death? What do you do when the future, no longer a ladder toward your goals
in life, flattens out into a perpetual present? What does it mean to have a child, to
nurture a new life as another fades away? These are some of the questions
Kalanithi wrestles with in this profoundly moving, exquisitely observed memoir.
Paul Kalanithi died in March 2015, while working on this book, yet his words live
on as a guide and a gift to us all. “I began to realize that coming face to face with
my own mortality, in a sense, had changed nothing and everything,” he wrote.
“Seven words from Samuel Beckett began to repeat in my head: ‘I can’t go on.
I’ll go on.’” When Breath Becomes Air is an unforgettable, life-affirming
reflection on the challenge of facing death and on the relationship between doctor
and patient, from a brilliant writer who became both.
When Max starts school, the teacher hesitates to call out the name on the
attendance sheet. Something doesn't seem to fit. Max lets her know the name he
wants to be called by--a boy's name. This begins Max's journey as he makes
new friends and reveals his feelings about his identity to his parents. Written with
warmth and sensitivity by trans writer Kyle Lukoff, this book is a sweet and ageappropriate introduction to what it means to be transgender.
Winner of the Alex Award “Mike Muñoz Is a Holden Caulfield for a New
Millennium--a '10th-generation peasant with a Mexican last name, raised by a
single mom on an Indian reservation' . . . Evison, as in his previous four novels,
has a light touch and humorously guides the reader, this time through the
minefield that is working-class America.” --The New York Times Book Review
For Mike Muñoz, life has been a whole lot of waiting for something to happen.
Not too many years out of high school and still doing menial work--and just fired
from his latest gig as a lawn boy on a landscaping crew--he’s smart enough to
know that he’s got to be the one to shake things up if he’s ever going to change
his life. But how? He’s not qualified for much of anything. He has no particular
talents, although he is stellar at handling a lawn mower and wielding clipping
shears. But now that career seems to be behind him. So what’s next for Mike
Muñoz? In this funny, biting, touching, and ultimately inspiring novel, bestselling
author Jonathan Evison takes the reader into the heart and mind of a young man
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determined to achieve the American dream of happiness and prosperity--who just
so happens to find himself along the way.
The heartwarming true story of two penguins who create a nontraditional family. At the penguin
house at the Central Park Zoo, two penguins named Roy and Silo were a little bit different from
the others. But their desire for a family was the same. And with the help of a kindly zookeeper,
Roy and Silo got the chance to welcome a baby penguin of their very own.
When the first edition of Teaching with the Brain in Mind was published in 1998, it quickly
became an ASCD best-seller, and it has gone on to inspire thousands of educators to apply
brain research in their classroom teaching. Now, author Eric Jensen is back with a completely
revised and updated edition of his classic work, featuring new research and practical strategies
to enhance student comprehension and improve student achievement. In easy to understand,
engaging language, Jensen provides a basic orientation to the brain and its various systems
and explains how they affect learning. After discussing what parents and educators can do to
get children's brains in good shape for school, Jensen goes on to explore topics such as
motivation, critical thinking skills, optimal educational environments, emotions, and memory.
He offers fascinating insights on a number of specific issues, including * How to tap into the
brain's natural reward system. * The value of feedback. * The importance of prior knowledge
and mental models. * The vital link between movement and cognition. * Why stress impedes
learning. * How social interaction affects the brain. * How to boost students' ability to encode,
maintain, and retrieve learning. * Ways to connect brain research to curriculum, assessment,
and staff development. Jensen's repeated message to educators is simple: You have far more
influence on students' brains than you realize . . . and you have an obligation to take
advantage of the incredible revelations that science is providing. The revised and updated
edition of Teaching with the Brain in Mind helps you do just that.
Motivate each and every child to write using favorite comic strips as springboards: Peanuts,
Garfield, Dennis the Menace, and more! Each reproducible page includes a fun comic strip and
companion writing prompts on topics they'll love. A perfect way to inspire them to think,
chuckle, and write, write, write! For use with Grades 3-5.
50 Debate Prompts for KidsScholastic Inc.
"This eBook features 501 sample writing prompts that are designed to help you improve your
writing and gain the necessary writing skills needed to ace essay exams. Build your essaywriting confidence fast with 501 Writing Prompts!" -Should students get paid for attending school? Is year-round school a good thing? IF you find
$100, is it yours to keep? Fifty topics kids will want to talk and write about. Reproducible
debate sheets include pro and con points to get kids thinking about both sides of the issue.
The inspiring stories of 45 young heroes who have made an impact on our planet. Forty-five
young people from around the world (including twelve from the U.S. and four from Canada) are
doing something every day to make the world a better place. They discovered issues that
concerned them and did something about it. With skills ranging from singing, drawing, and
painting to fund-raising, public demonstrations, and events, they have fought climate change
and pollution, and worked to protect animals and their natural habitats. This inspiring book also
includes reference materials and suggestions on how readers can get involved.
Fifteen engaging lessons use a powerful graphic organizer to guide students to write
thoughtful, well-structured essays--from informative to persuasive.
A 2016 Michael L. Printz Honoree "This is East Texas, and there's lines. Lines you cross, lines
you don't cross. That clear?" New London, Texas. 1937. Naomi Vargas and Wash Fuller know
about the lines in East Texas as well as anyone. They know the signs that mark them. They
know the people who enforce them. But sometimes the attraction between two people is so
powerful it breaks through even the most entrenched color lines. And the consequences can
be explosive. Ashley Hope Pérez takes the facts of the 1937 New London school
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explosion—the worst school disaster in American history—as a backdrop for a riveting novel
about segregation, love, family, and the forces that destroy people.
If a hungry little traveler shows up at your house, you might want to give him a cookie. If you
give him a cookie, he's going to ask for a glass of milk. He'll want to look in a mirror to make
sure he doesn't have a milk mustache, and then he'll ask for a pair of scissors to give himself a
trim.... The consequences of giving a cookie to this energetic mouse run the young host
ragged, but young readers will come away smiling at the antics that tumble like dominoes
through the pages of this delightful picture book.
The updated edition of the bestselling book that has changed millions of lives with its insights
into the growth mindset “Through clever research studies and engaging writing, Dweck
illuminates how our beliefs about our capabilities exert tremendous influence on how we learn
and which paths we take in life.”—Bill Gates, GatesNotes After decades of research, worldrenowned Stanford University psychologist Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D., discovered a simple but
groundbreaking idea: the power of mindset. In this brilliant book, she shows how success in
school, work, sports, the arts, and almost every area of human endeavor can be dramatically
influenced by how we think about our talents and abilities. People with a fixed mindset—those
who believe that abilities are fixed—are less likely to flourish than those with a growth
mindset—those who believe that abilities can be developed. Mindset reveals how great parents,
teachers, managers, and athletes can put this idea to use to foster outstanding
accomplishment. In this edition, Dweck offers new insights into her now famous and broadly
embraced concept. She introduces a phenomenon she calls false growth mindset and guides
people toward adopting a deeper, truer growth mindset. She also expands the mindset concept
beyond the individual, applying it to the cultures of groups and organizations. With the right
mindset, you can motivate those you lead, teach, and love—to transform their lives and your
own.
An astonishing story that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about immigration reform
in the United States, now updated with a new Epilogue and Afterword, photos of Enrique and
his family, an author interview, and more—the definitive edition of a classic of contemporary
America Based on the Los Angeles Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes, one
for feature writing and another for feature photography, this page-turner about the power of
family is a popular text in classrooms and a touchstone for communities across the country to
engage in meaningful discussions about this essential American subject. Enrique’s Journey
recounts the unforgettable quest of a Honduran boy looking for his mother, eleven years after
she is forced to leave her starving family to find work in the United States. Braving
unimaginable peril, often clinging to the sides and tops of freight trains, Enrique travels through
hostile worlds full of thugs, bandits, and corrupt cops. But he pushes forward, relying on his wit,
courage, hope, and the kindness of strangers. As Isabel Allende writes: “This is a twenty-firstcentury Odyssey. If you are going to read only one nonfiction book this year, it has to be this
one.” Praise for Enrique’s Journey “Magnificent . . . Enrique’s Journey is about love. It’s
about family. It’s about home.”—The Washington Post Book World “[A] searing report from the
immigration frontlines . . . as harrowing as it is heartbreaking.”—People (four stars) “Stunning .
. . As an adventure narrative alone, Enrique’s Journey is a worthy read. . . . Nazario’s
impressive piece of reporting [turns] the current immigration controversy from a political story
into a personal one.”—Entertainment Weekly “Gripping and harrowing . . . a story begging to
be told.”—The Christian Science Monitor “[A] prodigious feat of reporting . . . [Sonia Nazario is]
amazingly thorough and intrepid.”—Newsday
This beloved celebration of individuality is now an original movie on Disney+! A modern-day
classic and New York Times bestseller from Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli. Stargirl. From the
day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the
murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She sparks
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a school-spirit revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first.
Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and
Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that can destroy
her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a
tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love.
"Spinelli has produced a poetic allegorical tale about the magnificence and rarity of true
nonconformity." -- The New York Times
Kek comes from Africa. In America he sees snow for the first time, and feels its sting. He's
never walked on ice, and he falls. He wonders if the people in this new place will be like the
winter – cold and unkind. In Africa, Kek lived with his mother, father, and brother. But only he
and his mother have survived, and now she's missing. Kek is on his own. Slowly, he makes
friends: a girl who is in foster care; an old woman who owns a rundown farm, and a cow whose
name means "family" in Kek's native language. As Kek awaits word of his mother's fate, he
weathers the tough Minnesota winter by finding warmth in his new friendships, strength in his
memories, and belief in his new country. Bestselling author Katherine Applegate presents a
beautifully wrought novel about an immigrant's journey from hardship to hope. Home of the
Brave is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
Fun and engaging activity pages that reinforce the alphabet, reading, writing, phonics, math
skills, and more, and prepare preschoolers for kindergarten! From the editors of Weekly
Reader.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that
typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of
any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the
acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your
organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build
trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of
physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several
common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved
effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Through a series of poems, a young girl chronicles the life-changing year of 1975, when she,
her mother, and her brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in Alabama.
Envision a cadre of leading scientists and practitioners working collaboratively on a highly
focused program of education research that is tightly coupled with practice. Much of the
research is carried out in school settings. Research influences educational practice, and the
outcomes in practice inform further research efforts. The Strategic Education Research
Partnership (SERP) is designed to make this vision a reality. It proposes a large-scale,
coherent program of research and development that would put the problems of educational
practice at its center, and focus on all stages necessary to influence practice. These include
theory testing, the development and evaluation of instructional programs, the study of practice
in context, and attention to taking innovations to scale. This book explains the features of
SERP and the ways in which it would address the major challenges of linking research and
practice. It is a call to mobilize the nationâ€™s resources and political will, the power of
scientific research, and the expertise of our educators, to create a more effective research and
development program for improving student learning.

A blue crayon mistakenly labeled as "red" suffers an identity crisis in this picture
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book by the New York Times–bestselling creator of My Heart Is Like a Zoo and
It's an Orange Aardvark! Funny, insightful, and colorful, Red: A Crayon's Story,
by Michael Hall, is about being true to your inner self and following your own path
despite obstacles that may come your way. Red will appeal to fans of Lois Ehlert,
Eric Carle, and The Day the Crayons Quit, and makes a great gift for readers of
any age! Red has a bright red label, but he is, in fact, blue. His teacher tries to
help him be red (let's draw strawberries!), his mother tries to help him be red by
sending him out on a playdate with a yellow classmate (go draw a nice orange!),
and the scissors try to help him be red by snipping his label so that he has room
to breathe. But Red is miserable. He just can't be red, no matter how hard he
tries! Finally, a brand-new friend offers a brand-new perspective, and Red
discovers what readers have known all along. He's blue! This funny,
heartwarming, colorful picture book about finding the courage to be true to your
inner self can be read on multiple levels, and it offers something for everyone.
With this book, the authors support content-area and language arts teachers
alike by pairing more than 75 short, kid-tested reproducible nonfiction texts with
33 simple, ready-to-go lessons that deepen comprehension and support effective
collaboration.--[book cover]
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST
YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of
books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to
tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death
has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster
girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by
stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help
of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen
books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity,
award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us
one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The
Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The “compassionate” (People), “startling”
(Baltimore Sun), “moving” (Chicago Tribune) true story of two kids with the same
name from the city: One went on to be a Rhodes Scholar, decorated combat
veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader. The other is serving a life
sentence in prison. In development as a feature film executive produced by
Stephen Curry, who selected the book as his “Underrated” Book Club Pick with
Literati The chilling truth is that his story could have been mine. The tragedy is
that my story could have been his. In December 2000, the Baltimore Sun ran a
small piece about Wes Moore, a local student who had just received a Rhodes
Scholarship. The same paper also ran a series of articles about four young men
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who had allegedly killed a police officer in a spectacularly botched armed
robbery. The police were still hunting for two of the suspects who had gone on
the lam, a pair of brothers. One was named Wes Moore. Wes just couldn’t shake
off the unsettling coincidence, or the inkling that the two shared much more than
space in the same newspaper. After following the story of the robbery, the
manhunt, and the trial to its conclusion, he wrote a letter to the other Wes, now a
convicted murderer serving a life sentence without the possibility of parole. His
letter tentatively asked the questions that had been haunting him: Who are you?
How did this happen? That letter led to a correspondence and relationship that
have lasted for several years. Over dozens of letters and prison visits, Wes
discovered that the other Wes had had a life not unlike his own: Both had had
difficult childhoods, both were fatherless; they’d hung out on similar corners with
similar crews, and both had run into trouble with the police. At each stage of their
young lives they had come across similar moments of decision, yet their choices
would lead them to astonishingly different destinies. Told in alternating dramatic
narratives that take readers from heart-wrenching losses to moments of
surprising redemption, The Other Wes Moore tells the story of a generation of
boys trying to find their way in a hostile world. BONUS: This edition contains a
new afterword and a The Other Wes Moore discussion guide.
A comprehensive guide to helping all learners focus and reach their potential
through brain-centered management and teaching strategies! Includes a fullcolor, innovative teaching poster with fascinating facts about the brain!
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as
soon as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and
a lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook
assumptions about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt
Miller encourages educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and
learning practices. He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard,
teaching methods. Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and
manifesto to help educators free their teaching and revolutionize their
classrooms.
Maleeka suffers every day from the taunts of the other kids in her class. If they're
not getting at her about her homemade clothes or her good grades, it's about her
dark, black skin. When a new teacher, whose face is blotched with a startling
white patch, starts at their school, Maleeka can see there is bound to be trouble
for her too. But the new teacher's attitude surprises Maleeka. Miss Saunders
loves the skin she's in. Can Maleeka learn to do the same?
Engage students and deepen their mathematical understanding with creative,
hands-on art projects. Students use place-value knowledge to "build" PlaceValue Skylines, multiply to create "Be Mine" Multiplication arrays, measure to
create Area & Perimeter Pals, collect, display, and interpret data to assemble
Sand Castle Glyphs, and more. Projects feature easy-to-find materials, step-bystep how to's, and reproducible templates and record sheets. Math and art
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connection makes math concepts meaningful Great for introducing skills and
concepts, reteaching, reinforcement, or review Activities use easy-to-find
materials Includes step-by-step how-to's Meets national and state math
standards
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far
surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-fi adventure to become an incandescent
exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This
Newbery Medal winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New
York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all
types, especially those who are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a
mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader
Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do.
The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t
share her mission with anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange messages,
except that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny ability to predict the future.
If that is the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her
that someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the
Boston Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and
Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection "Absorbing."
—People "Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing over the details of this
superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and
almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine
readers studying Miranda's story as many times as she's read L'Engle's, and
spending hours pondering the provocative questions it raises." —Publishers
Weekly, Starred review
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions
white people have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how
these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful
book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates
the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a
practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the
defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility
is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors
including argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to
reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial
dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility
develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage more
constructively.
Originally published in 1981, this title is a collection of chapters based on papers
presented at a conference called to explore what the editors called a
developmental–interaction point of view – an approach to developmental
psychology and education that stresses these interactive and reciprocal relations.
The contributors, although from diverse professional backgrounds, are united in
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their commitment to an integrative view of developmental phenomena, one that
highlights relationships among different aspects of development and the
reciprocal nature of relations between people and their environments.
Executive Summary for a report which gathers & collates the best national data
available to provide a reliable & comprehensive overview of American reading
today. This report relies on large, nat. studies conducted on a regular basis by
U.S. fed. agencies, supplemented by academic, foundation, & business surveys.
Although there has been measurable progress in recent years in reading ability at
the elementary school level, all progress appears to halt as children enter their
teenage years. There is a general decline in reading among teenage & adult
Americans. Both reading ability & the habit of regular reading have greatly
declined among college grad. The declines have demonstrable social, economic,
cultural, & civic implications. Charts & tables.
"Fun, thought-provoking questions that inspire kids to write meaningfully about
character, plot, setting, theme, and more"--Cover.
Being a great teacher is more than lesson plans and seating charts. In this
revised and expanded new edition of the classic bestseller, you learn what it
takes to be the very best educator you can be, starting from day one in your new
classroom! Filled with real-world life lessons from experienced teachers as well
as practical tips and techniques, you'll gain the skill and confidence you need to
create a successful learning environment for you and your students, including
how to: Organize a classroom Create engaging lesson plans Set ground rules
and use proper behavior management Deal with prejudice, controversy, and
violence Work with colleagues and navigate the chain of command Incorporate
mandatory test preparation within the curriculum Implement the latest educational
theories In this book, veteran teacher Melissa Kelly provides you with the
confidence you'll need to step into class and teach right from the start.
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